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burdenburden
(noun)

1. A burdenburden can be physical, such as a
heavy load, or emotional, such as a lot of
responsibility.

2. Carrying a thirty-pound backpack is too
great a burdenburden, or load, for a child.

3. The burdenburden of responsibility for
Grandma's care rests with my parents.

consoleconsole
(verb)

1. The teacher offered words of
comfort to consoleconsole the sad and
disappointed children.

2. We played music to consoleconsole the
family, but it only seemed to upset
them more.

3. I gave my sad sister a hug to
consoleconsole her.

drowsydrowsy
(adjective)

1. A drowsydrowsy person is sleepy or half
asleep.

2. If I'm feeling drowsydrowsy, getting up
and moving around helps me to
feel more alert.

3. I get drowsydrowsy when listening to
ambient music, so I turned on pop
songs to keep from getting sleepy.
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glanceglance
(verb)

1. If you glanceglance at something, you
will receive a quick impression,
but you won't see all the details.

2. All you have to do is glanceglance at
your watch to see the time.

3. I knew they were tired when they
began to glanceglance at the clock.

heroicheroic
(adjective)

1. A heroicheroic person is a courageous
person, not a cowardly person.

2. The heroicheroic, or courageous,
firefighters were able to rescue the
man and his dog from the burning
apartment.

3. They took heroicheroic measures to save
the child's life.

hesitationhesitation
(noun)

1. One reason for he s ita tio nhe s ita tio n  before  answering a
question is to take a moment to think about what
you'd like  to say.

2. After a period of he s ita tio nhe s ita tio n , or uncertainty, he
decided to study biology in college and to
become a zookeeper.

3. A he s ita tio nhe s ita tio n , or pause, before  responding might
mean that you're  thinking, confused, or lying.
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ignoreignore
(verb)

1. Sometimes you have to ignoreignore, or
disregard, the opinions of others and just
do what you think is right.

2. Just because you say no to someone
doesn't mean you have to ignoreignore him or
her.

3. It hurts people's feelings if you ignoreignore
them and pretend they don't exist.

scoldscold
(verb)

1. To scoldscold is to sternly reprimand or
criticize someone for doing
something wrong.

2. If you play your music too loud
again, Mom or Dad will scoldscold
you.

3. I don't like having to scoldscold my
puppy for chewing up my shoes,
but I have to train him to behave.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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burdenburden a heavy load
(noun)

consoleconsole
to comfort someone who
feels sad or disappointed

(verb)

drowsydrowsy sleepy
(adjective)



glanceglance
to look quickly at

something
(verb)

heroicheroic showing great courage
(adjective)

hesitationhesitation
the act of pausing before

doing something;
uncertainty

(noun)



ignoreignore
to refuse to pay attention
to something or someone

(verb)

scoldscold
to harshly criticize

someone who has done
something wrong

(verb)



ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

reality  support  catch  tighten  produce  light

healthy  smell

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. HeroicHeroic  is to hero ...as... realisticrealistic  is to 

2. DrowsyDrowsy is to alert ...as... sicksick  is to 

3. BurdenBurden is to heavy ...as... featherfeather is to 

4. ConsoleConsole  is to comfort ...as... encourageencourage  is to 

5. GlanceGlance  is to peek ...as... sniffsniff  is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

healthy  tighten  reality  catch  support

produce  smell  light

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. HesitationHesitation is to hesitate ...as... productionproduction is to 

2. ScoldScold is to praise ...as... throwthrow is to 

3. IgnoreIgnore  is to heed ...as... loosenloosen is to 

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

heroic  scold  console  hesitation  drowsy

ignore  glance  burden

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. He showed great bravery and determination in his  fight
against cancer.

2. It was impossible to  the team members after their big
defeat.

3. If you  at the front page of a newspaper, you will only
read the headlines.

4. I go to sleep early so I won't feel  the next day.

5. My aunt and uncle live in an apartment because buying a home would be too great

a financial .
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Name:Name:   

burden  ignore  console  hesitation  heroic

scold  drowsy  glance

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. Parents sometimes  children for behaving badly.

2. If you answer a question without , you're probably quite
sure of your answer.

3. If you  a problem, it doesn't go away.
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EXPLORATION
DAY 3

INSTRUCTIONS: Assign one or more of the following activities to reinforce the function of verbs.

VERBS

Make a Sentence
Materials: Word cards, box or envelope, strips of paper

Place all the word cards in a box or envelope. Have students pull out a word card and
use their chosen word to create a written or oral sentence.

Mime It!
Materials: Word cards, box or envelope

Place all the word cards in a box or envelope. Have students pull out a word card and
act it out. Have classmates try to guess the word. The first player to correctly guess the
word gets to keep the word card. The player holding the most word cards at the end of
the game wins.

Pick a Synonym or Antonym
Materials: Word cards, action cards

Place all the word and action cards in a box or envelope. Have students pull out a card
and, if applicable, give a synonym or antonym for the chosen word. (You may choose to
omit words that do not have synonyms or antonyms, or you may choose to include them
as points of discussion.)

True or False?
Materials: Vocabulary word list

Place the vocabulary word list where everyone can see it, and have students gather in a
circle. Invite the first student to create a sentence with one of the verbs from the word
list using the initial frame: A (noun) can (verb). [For example, using the vocabulary word
race, a student might say: A car can race.] Then, the next student in the circle completes
the sentence by adding the second frame: A car can race, but it can never (verb), true or
false? [A car can race, but it can never jog, true or false?] Then, have the next student tell
whether he or she believes the sentence to be true or false. If the student guesses
correctly, he or she can start a new sentence using another vocabulary word. If the
student guesses incorrectly, he or she loses the opportunity to start a sentence, and play
continues with the next player.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. I can say without hesitationhesitation that .

2. You can consoleconsole  someone by .

3. It would be a terrible burdenburden to .

4. To glanceglance  at something means to .

5. Someone might scoldscold you for .

6. Sometimes I get drowsydrowsy when .

7. An example of a heroicheroic  deed is .

8. I had to ignoreignore  .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. It would not be a burden to
carry .

2. To console someone is the
opposite of  him or
her.

3. Drowsy is not a synonym for 
.

4. Glance has the same
meaning as .

a a heavy backpack
b a piece of furniture
c a sandwich

a encouraging
b comforting
c upsetting

a asleep
b half asleep
c sleepy

a peek
b glare
c study

5.  is a heroic act.

6. Hesitation is not a synonym
for .

7. When you ignore someone,
it will not affect .

8. You probably would scold
your puppy for .

a Taking a walk
b Risking your life to save someone
c Earning a lot of money

a hurrying
b waiting
c uncertainty

a his or her feelings
b your feelings
c your dog

a eating your pizza
b curling up in your lap
c asking to go out
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